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R affles hotel, SIngaPorE
It isn’t often that we choose to ‘escape’ to Singapore. South of the border is usually 
where we visit friends, tie in some work, run our errands, shop for whatever can’t be 
found here. It’s the business of life as usual. But away from the madding crowds and 
monotonous malls of Orchard Road, Raffles Hotel is a world apart. Quiet and serene, 
the Victorian-inspired architecture makes it seem as though you've entered another 
world. Behind the iron gate that swings opens only at the swipe of a guest card, is an 
oasis of fan palms and sputtering sprinklers. The hushed luxury of smooth marble and 
impeccable service. Breakfast tea sipped in a wicker armchair. Crisp linen napkins on 
a bento lunch tray. A perfect Phalaenopsis in a crystal vase. Dark chocolate wishing 
a velvet goodnight. Skip up the back staircase for a Singapore sling poolside. Sink 
into a sumptuous bathrobe after a mind-melting session of ayurvedic oils. Turn round 
the corner, down a little lane, for fresh crisp lettuce wrapped around fragrant Samsui 
chicken. Slip on some bling and head over and up to the Sands SkyPark at Marina Bay 
Sands. Traipse down from a blazing Ku De Ta to order the best Beijing duck outside 
Beijing at Imperial Treasure. Note in your diary – a weekend right here.  
The Raffles, 1 Beach Road, 189673 Singapore. Tel: +65-6337 1886.

sweet respite from the white noise of the city buzz is something 
that shireen Zainudin-lowe needs from time to time. here’s her 

list of romantic, secluded, quick getaways.

pleasures

Chiva-som 
health ResoRt, 
hua hin, 
THaILand
Chiva-Som is probably the ultimate 
retreat for holistic well-being. It is lush 
and luxurious with stunning views 
of the Gulf of Thailand and organic 
gardens. The Fragrance Suite was just 
perfect. Intoxicating scents wafted 
in dreamily. Our general programme 
ended up being pretty much all-
day spa treatments. Steamed with 
herbs, scrubbed with salt, encrusted 
in spices, marinated in fruit and 
nectar, left to stew in succulent 
juices, wrapped in foil, warmed in 
blankets. And naturally body, mind 
and soul wellness continues with our 
meals. They’re delectably plated and 
glowing with organic good health. The 
delightful flavours were perfectly soul-
soothing and delicious. Chiva-Som, 
73/4 Petchkasem Road, Hua Hin, 
Prachuab Khirikhan, 77110 Thailand. 
Tel: +66-3253 6536.

Raffles Hotel

SenSual
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the BanjaRan 
hotspRings RetReat, 
IPoH
Follow the road signs for a smooth couple of hours 
heading north from Kuala Lumpur and you‘ll find 
yourself crunching the hushed gravel approach to The 
Banjaran. Glide (as one must in places of purification ) 
past still hypnotic pools and gaze in breathless wonder 
at the noble limestone hills that encircle the resort in a 
scenic jungle-green ring. The 25 unassumingly rustic 
villas rise out of a steaming geothermal hot spring 
that bubbles and pools from the depths of limestone 
bedrock in and around a magnificent complex of 
jaw-dropping caves that you can sauna, medicate or 
meditate in. Then step through the wooden door-frame 
of your villa … and luxuriate. Steep in your personal 
open air hot spring tub, its hot waters piped straight 
from the mother spring. Afterwards you can plunge 
your freshly-poached body in your 
private ice-cold pool. Nothing 
gets the blood pumping better. 
Ah, how can one not rejuvenate 
and recuperate here? When the 
drinking water has been infused 
with the healing properties of 
the gourd it is stored in. With a 
whole menu of spa treatments 
to sooth and satiate? When the 
food and wine served is either 
organic or locally-grown? When 
every request you may have 
has already been anticipated? 
Swelter, submerge, soak it 
all in. But most of all tread 
lightly and breathe deeply. 
This place is apt for doing 
absolutely nothing. The 
Banjaran Hotsprings Retreat,  
No 1, Persiaran Lagun 
Sunway 3, Ipoh 31150, 
Perak, Malaysia  
Tel: 03-5210 7777. 

japamala ResoRt, 
TIoman ISLand
Flying off in a toy-sized plane to a rock 
and sand outcrop in the South China 
Sea during peak monsoon season is 
probably not everyone’s idea of romantic. 
For starters most resorts don’t even open 
their doors at this time. But Japamala 
does and so therewards bound were we! 
Tioman is all nature reserves and marine national parks in vivid living colour. 
At any other time there would be endless hiking, diving, kayaking, and fishing. 
None of this is on offer, though, in early January. But Tioman is stunningly 
gorgeous even when shrouded in misty low-lying cloud. It’s a mean, moody, 
mysterious, monsoony, gorgeous. And Japamala itself – a 30-minute boat 
ride from the airport through swollen waves – is charming. Traditional wooden 
structures on stilts, a generous beach strip, freshwater streams, lush jungle. Very 
ecologically sensitive with all biodiversity undisturbed. Our Treetop Chalet was 
enshrouded by trees, giving it a National Geographic feel. There was the superb 
Samadhi Spa offering all-natural local oils and strong soothing massages. The 
freshest seafood found at the Tamarind Terrace. And when the winds howl, the 
rain lashes and the sands swirl there is a magnificence quite unmatched. It’s zen-
like relaxation. It’s romance distilled. Japamala Resort, Kampung Lanting, Pulau 
Tioman 86800, Pahang, Malaysia. Tel : 03-9419 7777.

indulgenCe living, IPoH
There was a time when Ipoh served as a convenient pit stop for excellent hor fun on the 
way to … someplace else. But these days Ipoh has evolved into an ‘actual destination’ 
with our discovery of a place called Indulgence Living. An outstanding-yet refreshingly-
casual fine dining restaurant, it expanded into a boutique hotel after it moved into, yes, 
another colonial house on gorgeous green grounds. We holed up for three nights in 
Tzarrah – the Moroccan Suite. Behind the velvet ropes to the guests-only hotel upstairs, 
it is kitschy and jewel-coloured, full of the passionate bric-a-brac of Julie Song, owner, 
chef and gorgeous former catwalk model, of course. We spent the most memorably lazy 
time there. Lazy there is an absolute virtue. Nipping downstairs for lovingly prepared 
meals. We salivated over the froth and gossamer sugar of the displayed desserts. 
Explored the grounds and adjoining nursery. Was there an actual city beyond those 
gates? Did we even care? There’s foie gras with tea. Indulgence Restaurant & Living, 14 
Jln Raja Dihilir, Ipoh 30350, Perak, Malaysia. Tel: 03-5255 7051.

Shireen 
Zainudin-Lowe 
– a self-portrait 

Treetop Chalet in 
Japamala Resort

Indulgence 
Restaurant 
& Living

The private pool 

Villas in The 
Banjaran 
Hotsprings 
Retreat
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CameRon highlands 
ResoRt, CamEron 
HIgHLandS
Every so often the smog and humidity compels 
us to seek cooler climes close by. And so 
we head up that long and windy road to the 
gorgeously restored Cameron Highlands 
Resort. I find huge solace in little pieces of the 
old Cameron Highlands. Especially since so 
little remains of what once was. The wild honey 
and the strawberry farms perhaps. Tea in the 
rose gardens of The Lake View Hotel maybe. 
And sherry trifle at Ye Ole Smokehouse. But 
here, you are transported back to that place 
and time. If the gentle strolls through rolling 
tea plantations don’t do it for you, venture 
into the wilderness. Where if you’re lucky you 
get to witness a rafflesia in bloom. Cameron 
Highlands Resort, Tanah Rata 39000, Pahang, 
Malaysia. Tel: 03-32783 1000. 
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the haadson ResoRt, Khao laK, 
THaILand
An hour north of bustling Phuket lies paradise. Bangsak beach 
boasts the finest whitest softest powder. It is pristine. It is 
empty. The Haadson is the lone hotel on this sparkling slice. 
Run by a family of architects, it is rather intimate. We were 
offered traditional Thai massages in the outdoor saloons 
overlooking the green waters of the lagoon. We headed out 
to the Similan Islands to snorkel around on the waves of the 
Andaman sea and strolled across to sit in wooden shacks 
that served the freshest prawns and succulently spicy 
papaya salad. But mostly, we felt deep gratitude. For the 
privilege of fleeting residence amid unspoilt beauty. The 
Haadson Resort, 30/1 Moo 7, BangMuang, Takuapa, 
Khao Lak 82190, Phanga Nga, Thailand. Tel: +66-7659 3510.

the majestiC, 
maLaCCa
Everyone needs a spoonful of Malacca every now 
and then. That hotbed of all things Peranakan with a 
splash of Portuguese and liberal sprinklings of Dutch 
and English all add up to one scrumptious weekend 
getaway. We always stay at The Majestic. It’s muted 
sunshine filtering through green shutters falling on 
cream walls and soft leather sofas. They welcome you 
with that view of the Melaka River and freshly poured 
Chinese tea. There are plum sweets and crushed-
peanut biscuits in giant jars in the library. I was born 
here. I am not biased in the least. Peranakan cuisine is 
the best in this country. So we indulge in chicken rice 
balls, assam fish, duck soup, Nyonya curry, otak-otak, 
and the Portuguese crab curry is unmissable, too. 
Stroll along Jonkers for an assault on all senses. Pop in 
to say hello to the antique-clock man, the wicker lady. 
Stop for a late-night drink overlooking the river with its 
twinkling lights and waving children. And back at The 
Majestic there’s still the spa. It plays old Malay movies 
on the ceiling in a loop as they lull you to sleep with a 
languorously indulgent oil head massage … it’s enough 
to keep you going. Till your next visit back.
The Majestic, 188 Jalan Bunga Raya 75100, Melaka, 
Malaysia. Tel: 03-2783 1000.

Cameron Highlands

Rafflesia 
flower

The villas in 
The Haadson 

Sai Rung waterfall

Traditional luxe 
at The Majestic

Bangsak 
beach
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Clove hall, PEnang
Housed in one of those restored colonial black-
and-white homes that I’ve always wanted to live in, 
Clove Hall is the epitome of hushed discretion and 
personal service. There are only six suites on the 
property and at the time we visited a year ago – a 
lone suite adjoining the main house, which we 
occupied: The Ginger Suite. The owner, Chris 
Ong, first opened the doors to his award-winning 
heritage hotel, The Galle Fort Hotel, in Sri Lanka. 
He then returned to Penang to pay homage 
to his home state with this tiny hidden jewel. I 
adore this place. It is not for those who need to 
be entertained. It is for those who will appreciate 
the heritage in its Nyonya armoires and the old 
mismatched china. Those who will make the time 
to fill a tank-sized granite bathtub and soak in its 
bubbles. It is for those who might want to sketch or 
read or write whilst reclining by the swimming pool.  
And if you actually wanted to leave these grounds of 
tranquillity, the management will organise a tour just 
for you. With those who live and love that which they 
guide you through. Forget the long-soiled beaches. 
This is the Penang you seek. Clove Hall, 11 Clove 
Hall Road, Georgetown 10050, Penang, Malaysia. 
Tel: 03-4229 0818.

Turtle ring, 
Boucheron

Leather envelope 
clutch, Jimmy Choo

Gucci 
Cruise 
2011

the village house, 
SanTUbong
A short stroll from one of my favourite untouched beaches in Borneo lies 
the family home cum guest house of Donald and Marina Tan. Striving to 
encapsulate the simple purity of communal Sarawakian village living in 
a traditional stilted-longhouse structure, it manages to do all that with a 
thoroughly contemporary vibe. From the moment we stepped through the 
garden-wall doorway to be greeted by beautiful towering ginger plants and 
glimpses of a cool turquoise frangipani-shaded swimming pool, it felt like 
an oasis of joyful peace and happiness. It’s the sort of place that invites 
you to wear a knotted sarong and nothing else. Where you could honestly 
never leave your thoughtfully detailed spacious and comfortable Rajah suite. 
Where the warm staff accommodates your needs without ever intruding. 
Where dinner is plated oh-so-beautifully and chilled drinks are always 
flowing. And then there are gorgeous nature-gifted walks to be had on said 
silent beach, the tiny village with its pastel-coloured wooden houses to be 
explored, treks up and around Santubong mountain if you feel so inclined. 
River cruises to be taken. The soul-searing Rainforest Music Festival once 
a year. It’s that place you always vow to return to soon, very soon. Because 
you’ve haven’t quite done it all. And yet nothing ever really changes. It’s 
village chic. Laidback, immutable, and oh-so-cool. The Village House, 
Santubong, Sarawak. Tel: +60-8284 6166.

The Village 
House

The pool at 
Village House

Santubong 
mountain

Clove Hall

STYLE FILE
Relax into resort life with 
these gorgeous pieces 
that’ll make you dessert.

T-bar 
wedges, 
Sergio 
Rossi


